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(1) Use test 21 volunteers. Satisfaction % immediately after use.

Succumb to the temptation of this new irresistible 

product. Its transparent texture enhances the lips 

with an irresistible shine and non-sticky satiny finish.  

It provides them with all the comfort of a balm thanks 

to its formula with Lavender Honey from Provence and 

Organic Camelina Oil. Enjoy its delectable scent with 

notes of honey and vanilla. Lips are nourished, soft and 

smooth for 95% of testers.(1)

enhance your lips with  
a satiny honey product

addicted  
to softness

new

Honey Lip Care 10 ml tube: €xx



focus on  
lavender honey 
from provence

Rich in active molecules, honey is a real natural 

treasure recognised for its moisturising and repairing 

properties. NUXE has chosen Lavender Honey,(1)  

a superior quality, Red Label and PGI honey harvested 

in Provence by a family company. Its geographic and 

floral origin is certified by DNA analysis, in order  

to ensure consistent quality.

(1) Lavender Honey present in the formulas of Honey Lip Care, Honey Lip Balm, Rich Hand Cream, Gentle Shampoo Bar.



Wind, cold, friction, excessive washing, etc. when our hands 

need protection from aggressions, the CICA Rich Hand Cream 

is the perfect barrier. Its rich cream texture with a velvety 

touch envelops them in comfort (+86% after one month).(1) 

Enriched in Centella Asiatica and Lavender Honey, it repairs, 

soothes and strengthens the skin barrier providing a “dressing” 

effect: sensations of tugging are soothed immediately.  

100% of women find their hands are nourished and sensations 

of discomfort are relieved.(2) Its delectable scent has been 

developed specifically to suit damaged skin.

CICA Rich Hand Cream 50 ml tube RRP: €xx

(1) Use test 21 volunteers. Improvement % evaluated by volunteers.
(2) Use test 21 volunteers. Satisfaction % immediately after application.

specific protection  
for very dry  

and damaged hands

rich hand cream
cica

new



Also called “tiger grass”, Centella Asiatica is a plant that  

is native to Asia, renowned in traditional Chinese medicine 

for its soothing and repairing properties. For the CICA Rich 

Hand Cream, NUXE has selected a 100% natural-origin extract 

obtained from its leaves using gentle extraction.

focus on  
centella asiatica



new  
formulas

2 reformulated 
iconic lip care 
products with 

100%  
ingredients of 
natural origin



An absolute favourite since 1994, the iconic lip 

balm is unveiled in a new formula made from 100% 

natural-origin ingredients, withconcentrated 

beehive treasures, such as Lavender Honey 

from Provence, Propolis and Beeswax. Its rich 

still as melting texture nourishes, repairs and 

softens dry lips. 100% of testers(1) find their lips 

are nourished and 91% find their sensations  

of discomfort are relieved(2)

honey  
lip balm

Honey Lip Balm 15 g jar RRP: €xx
(1) Use test 21 volunteers. Improvement % evaluated by volunteers.
(2) Use test 21 volunteers. Satisfaction % immediately after application.

new formula



Lip Moisturising Stick 4 g stick RRP: €xx

lip  
moisturising 

stick

This small, ultra-practical tube can be 

applied anywhere to soften very dry 

lips and make them more supple 

at any time of the day. With 100% 

ingredients of natural origin, including 

Honey, Sunflower Oil and Organic 

Camelina Oil, its formula moisturises, 

repairs and protects the lips to relieve 

sensations of tugging.

new formula



Dry skin loves the recognised properties of honey,  

which provides comfort from head to toe. This pure, 

natural treasure is combined with precious botanical oils 

in generous, enveloping and nourishing textures with  

a delectable scent.

FACE: Cleansing and Make-Up Removing Gel 200 ml pump bottle RRP: €xx. Ultra-

Comforting Face Balm 50 ml jar RRP: €xx. LIPS: Lip Moisturising Stick 4 g stick 

RRP: €xx. Honey Lip Balm 15 g jar RRP: €xx. Honey Lip Care 10 ml tube: €xx.  
FACE & BODY: Ultra-Rich Cleansing Gel 400 ml pump bottle RRP: €xx.  

BODY: Melting Honey Body Oil Balm  200 ml jar RRP: €xx. Deliciously Nourishing 

Body Scrub 175 ml jar RRP: €xx. Ultra-Comforting Body Balm 48HR  40 ml jar RRP: €xx. 

Delectable Fragrant Water 100 ml spray RRP: €xx. HANDS: Hand and Nail Cream 

30 ml tube RRP: €xx 50 ml tube RRP: €xx 100 ml tube RRP: €xx. CICA Rich Hand 

Cream 50 ml tube RRP: €xx. Clean Hands Gel 30 ml tube RRP: €xx. Clean Hands 

Spray 30 ml spray RRP: €xx. HAIR: Gentle Shampoo Bar 65 g bar RRP: €xx

The collection



Press contact: xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

*vegan formula with no ingredients or derivatives of animal origin. with the exception of the rêve de miel care range and the very rose lip balm. 
** in compliance with applicable european regulations. 
this file has been drawn up exclusively for the press.

for more information, visit nuxe.com 

naturalness, effectiveness and sensoriality
Founded 30 years ago by the French entrepreneur Aliza Jabès, NUXE is a pioneering brand in natural-origin cosmetology  

in touch with women's desires. NUXE skincare and fragrances, formulated and produced in France to demanding pharmacy standards  
while respecting nature, are everyday pleasures: addictive textures and scents that evoke a real emotional response.  

The NUXE experience can also be discovered in NUXE spas: over 60 exceptional addresses in France and around the World  
encouraging reconnection of body and mind. 

participation in protecting the oceans 
from plastic pollution,  

alongside the environmental  
ngo oceanoplastic.

support for environmental and 
community projects run by the 

goodplanet foundation set up by yann 
arthus-bertrand.

nuxe is committed to protecting bees:  
by sponsoring beehives with “un toit 
pour les abeilles” (a home for bees)

product donations through  
a partnership with agence du don  

en nature, a charity which distributes 
products to people living in poverty.

installation of drinking water 
fountains in cambodia  
and madagascar with  

the 1001 fontaines association.

a partnership since 2001 with cew 
“centres de beauté” to offer 
cosmetic skincare to patients 

suffering from serious illnesses.

vegan formulas*  
and no animal testing** 

eco-designed packaging:  
an eco-design approach  

to packaging.

sustainable sourcing, favouring  
eco-responsible active ingredients 
with controlled geographic origin. 

a formulation with  
100% botanical oils 

products formulated  
and made in france.

30 years of research in natural 
cosmetology and 40 patents


